
 
 

To: Scottish Ministers, Scottish Environment Protection Agency & DEFRA 

Cc: Western Isles Council, European Commission & MSPs  

Subject: Illegal Dumping of Diseased Salmon at Whiteshore Cockles Must Stop Now! 

Date: 1 July 2021  

 

Scottish Salmon Watch reiterates our concerns over the continued illegal dumping of diseased 

salmon at Whiteshore Cockles in North Uist.  When will Scottish Ministers finally uphold the 

law and close down the illegal dump?   

 

You may be interested in media coverage in today’s Times via “Fish graveyard ‘severely 

hampers’ life for islanders, officials claim”.   

 

 
 

To quote from a Scottish Government official in March 2021 (as disclosed via FOI on 29 June 

2021):  

 

“Surely the aquaculture sector must be concerned about damage from media coverage, do we 

have nay levers we can use to alter their choice of disposal route?”  

 

[I am not sure if ‘nay’ should read ‘any’ or if it is Scottish for ‘no’ – either way you get the 

point] 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/06/letter-to-scottish-ministers-on-illegal-dumping-of-diseased-scottish-salmon-in-north-uist-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/07/the-times-fish-graveyard-severely-hampers-life-for-islanders-officials-claim-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/07/the-times-fish-graveyard-severely-hampers-life-for-islanders-officials-claim-.html
https://www.gov.scot/publications/foi-202100207142/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/foi-202100207142/
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/06/foi-reply-on-whiteshore-cockles-by-the-scottish-government-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-7.9---whiteshore-foi_redacted_page_7.pdf


 

 
 

Further information was posted online earlier today via FOI Lifts Lid on the Stench of Scottish 

Salmon: Scottish Government Legal Department Target Illegal Dumping of Diseased Salmon in 

Outer Hebrides – including photos of ongoing illegal dumping: 

 

 
 

“The ensiled fish waste is definitely not helping with the problem,” stated a redacted email 

(believed to be from the Scottish Government) in March 2021.  “It has potentially been sitting 

for weeks already before it gets to Whiteshore so the smell will be intensified” 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/06/foi-reply-on-whiteshore-cockles-by-the-scottish-government-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/06/foi-reply-on-whiteshore-cockles-by-the-scottish-government-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/06/foi-reply-on-whiteshore-cockles-by-the-scottish-government-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-7.1---whiteshore-foi_redacted_page_6.pdf


Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (Western Isles Council) are “starting to receive complaints from 

members of the public about the smell from the site” wrote the Scottish Government in March 

2021. “By all accounts local residents quality of life are being severely hampered by the current 

practices at Whiteshore” 

 

“The pictures [disclosed via FOI] show open pits with liquefied/ensiled fish morts” wrote the 

Scottish Government in March 2021.  “The pits themselves have been made out of sand from the 

beach as CnES assuming capacity to bury more fish morts on the site is running out.  The pits are 

remaining uncovered for weeks with little seaweed cover, which is producing a smell locals are 

complaining about.  According to the original Method Statement, Whiteshore would cover pits 

with seaweed and sand within a day.  CnES reported that due to the liquid content of the fish 

waste, it was difficult to cover the pits in sand.  Basically sinking to the bottom of the liquid fish 

waste” 

 

 
  

“As this issue has run on for years now, the lack of an end date for the derogation and lack of 

strict enforcement mean there is little incentive to progress at pace with the facility, and it does 

not help with the industry’s reputation,” wrote a Veterinary Adviser for the Scottish Government 

in March 2021.  “I am supportive of exploring what powers are available to ensure that the 

landfill site operates according to set criteria and the dryer facility is progressed without further 

delay” 

 

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (Western Isles Council) “are concerned about how much fish morts 

are being disposed of – record keeping is not great” wrote the Scottish Government in March 

2021.  “Hand written notes being provided to CnES.  Fish morts from all over Western Isles and 

even mainland going to site.  How much capacity is left at the site – current disposal practice 

raises questions about capacity.  Building pits with sand from out with the pits and shoring them 

up with hard-core rock.  Evidence of seepage from the side of the pits.  Legal options for 

enforcing change/better practice – definition of derogation to allow burial being vague i.e. states 

it is legal but clearly causing an environmental nuisance”.  

 

https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/foi-eir-release/2021/06/foi-202100207142/documents/foi---202100207142---information-released---annex-7/foi---202100207142---information-released---annex-7/govscot%3Adocument/FOI%2B-%2B202
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-7.8---whiteshore-foi_redacted_page_8.pdf


“I feel we should seek agreement to challenge Whiteshore about how they are burying fish 

waste, how much fish waste is being disposed of and where it is coming from” wrote the Scottish 

Government in March 2021.  “The derogation was only meant to be short term and to provide 

local fish farms with a local disposal option until a legally compliant option was available to 

them.  I feel in its current state, Whiteshore are taking advantage of derogation by extending their 

scope or range to bring in more income.  We have tried to police this by stopping new fish farms 

from citing Whiteshore as their disposal route.  It should not be a cheap disposal route for the 

industry’s salmon mortalities”. 

 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf


 

 
 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf


Is the legal submission from the Scottish Government Legal Department to the Cabinet Secretary 

for Rural Affairs and Islands (as referred to below) now publicly available?   

 

 
 

 

Please consider this a formal FOI request for a copy of that legal document and for any other 

information on Whiteshore Cockles since Scottish Salmon Watch’s FOI request in May 2021.   

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf


The Scottish Government’s FOI disclosure on 24 June 2021 also revealed that Visit Scotland 

reported a complaint on the dumping of salmon in September 2018 after coverage on the BBC 

‘One Show’. “ 

 

 
 

 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/foi-202100207142/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BuNB-W8sTMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BuNB-W8sTMg
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf


“Visit Scotland are seeking guidance on what they should advise any other visitors who might 

contact them about this,” said the Animal & Health Plant Agency later in September 2018. 

 

 
 

When Scottish Minister Kate Forbes visited Whiteshore Cockles in October 2019 surely she 

raised the issue of the negative impact of illegally dumping diseased salmon on the Scotland’s 

tourist industry? 

 

 

https://twitter.com/scotgoveconomy/status/1179426159941033984
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-1--whiteshore-foi_redacted.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-7.5---whiteshore-foi_redacted_page_2.pdf


 
 

In September 2018, the BBC ‘One Show’ featured video footage of the Whiteshore Cockles 

salmon dump including an interview with Angus MacDonald who claimed: “I’m not going to 

continue burial for much longer because I have a new state-of-the-art unit coming in”.   

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BuNB-W8sTMg
https://twitter.com/scotgoveconomy/status/1179426159941033984
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BuNB-W8sTMg


Surely the tourist industry is worth more to the Scottish economy than turning a blind eye to 

foreign-owned salmon farming companies saving money via illegal disposal of diseased fish?   

 

 
 

When tourists come to visit the beautiful beaches of the Uists I don’t think they could ever 

imagine such an ugly sight – or bad smell – as the one from Whiteshore Cockles in North Uist. 

 

 

https://twitter.com/TheGAAIA/status/1404365772676272136
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/annex-7.7---whiteshore-foi_redacted_page_9.pdf


Or are Scottish Ministers worried about Billy Bowie and Gogar tankers carrying tonnes and 

tonnes of disease-ridden salmon stinking out ferries and spilling into the path of tourist traffic 

this Summer? 

 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/01/virus-ridden-mowi-revealed-as-source-of-a86-roadspill-in-september.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2020/01/virus-ridden-mowi-revealed-as-source-of-a86-roadspill-in-september.html


Or maybe the stench of salmon farming companies and their work boats transporting bucket 

loads of diseased salmon will put off yachties from coming to the West coast of Scotland? 

 

 

 

  

https://vimeo.com/361870523
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2019/09/video-nasty-mowis-dead-dying-salmon-.html


In conclusion, the letter from Scottish Ministers dated 25 June 2021 fails to address the points 

raised in Scottish Salmon Watch’s letter dated 27 May 2021 (re-enclosed below for easy 

reference along with the reply from Scottish Ministers).   

 

Scottish Ministers are encouraged to visit Whiteshore Cockles this Summer to see (and smell) for 

yourselves the scale of the horror.  But be warned – if you do choose to visit Whiteshore Cockles 

please bring a sick bag and I would advise wearing cheap boots which you can thrown away 

afterwards.  You would be advised to wear a safety harness too and travel in pairs as the dump 

site is a sinking sandpit crammed with millions and millions of diseased salmon.   

 

 
 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

 

 

Don Staniford 

 

Director of Scottish Salmon Watch 

 

 

 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/scottish-ministers-letter-re-eu-law-breach-at-whiteshore-25-june-2021.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/whiteshore-cockles-letter-to-sg-sepa-defra-re-eu-derogation-27-may-2021.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/scottish-ministers-letter-re-eu-law-breach-at-whiteshore-25-june-2021.pdf
https://vimeo.com/554460315


 

 

 
 

 



 
 

To: Scottish Ministers, Scottish Environment Protection Agency & DEFRA 

Cc: Western Isles Council, European Commission & MSPs  

Subject: EU Derogation for Whiteshore Cockles Must be Rescinded Now! 

Date: 27 May 2021  

 

When will the UK and Scottish Government start adhering to EU law and stop the burial of 

diseased farmed salmon at Whiteshore Cockles in North Uist in the Outer Hebrides? 

 

Earlier this month (3 May 2021) Scottish Salmon Watch visited the mass graveyard – where 

millions of disease-ridden salmon have been buried illegally since at least 2005 – and it is was a 

shocking and stomach-churning experience which still leaves a nasty smell. 

 

 

As statutory context (as explained by the Scottish Government): “The EU Animal By-Product 

Regulation 1069/2009 and its accompanying implementing Commission Regulation 142/2011 

came into force in Scotland in March 2011 and among other measures prohibits the burial or 

burning of fallen stock on-farm.  The EU regulations are implemented by the Animal By-

Products (Enforcement) (Scotland) Regulations 2013 and the Animal By-Products 

(Miscellaneous Amendments) (Scotland) Regulations 2015.” 

https://vimeo.com/554460315
https://vimeo.com/552724450
https://www.gov.scot/policies/animal-health-welfare/animal-by-products/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32009R1069
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32009R1069
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1539099308592&uri=CELEX:32011R0142
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2013/307/introduction/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2013/307/introduction/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2015/393/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2015/393/contents/made
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/05/video-exposes-mass-graves-of-millions-of-diseased-scottish-salmon-.html
https://vimeo.com/554460315


The Times reported today (27 May 2021): 
 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/05/the-times-islanders-raise-a-stink-over-vast-salmon-graveyard-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/05/the-times-islanders-raise-a-stink-over-vast-salmon-graveyard-.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/05/the-times-islanders-raise-a-stink-over-vast-salmon-graveyard-.html


 

 
 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/islanders-raise-a-stink-over-vast-salmon-graveyard-v6kbxj5hz
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/islanders-raise-a-stink-over-vast-salmon-graveyard-v6kbxj5hz


 
 

Read more in a press release online here 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/05/video-exposes-mass-graves-of-millions-of-diseased-scottish-salmon-.html
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/islanders-raise-a-stink-over-vast-salmon-graveyard-v6kbxj5hz
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2021/05/video-exposes-mass-graves-of-millions-of-diseased-scottish-salmon-.html


As further context, the European Union were notified back in 2013 by Ewan Kennedy of Save 

Seil Sound that salmon farming companies were flouting the law.  “A local complaint to the 

European Commission over the poor regulation of the disposal of dead fish from salmon farms 

has forced the Scottish Government to rewrite the rules,” reported The Sunday Herald in April 

2016.  “For years the caged salmon industry has been allowed to dump diseased fish in landfill 

sites because of a loophole in public health law. But ministers have now had to close the 

loophole and oblige fish farm companies to dispose of dead fish in safer ways.  From the start of 

2016 salmon farms must abide by the rules introduced in the wake of the outbreak of mad cow 

disease (BSE) in the 1980s. The farms have to incinerate, sterilise or compost their wastes, and 

not just tip them into landfill sites.” 

 

“Between August 2011 and June 2012 82,663 salmon deaths from disease were recorded at 

Ardmaddy fish farm in Seil Sound, Argyll,” continued Rob Edwards writing in The Sunday 

Herald in April 2016. “When the local environmental group, Save Seil Sound, asked what had 

happened to the resulting 257 tonnes of dead fish, no-one seemed to know.  In 2013 the group 

lodged a formal complaint with the European Commission, which eventually responded last 

month.  The response revealed that UK and Scottish authorities had changed the rules in order to 

avoid breaching European law, and incurring a fine.” 
 

In May 2017, the Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture reported: 

 

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-complaint-by-save-seil-sound-2013.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-complaint-by-save-seil-sound-2013.pdf
https://www.robedwards.com/2016/04/complaint-over-dead-fish-dumping-forces-rule-change.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2016/04/complaint-over-dead-fish-dumping-forces-rule-change.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2016/04/complaint-over-dead-fish-dumping-forces-rule-change.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2016/04/complaint-over-dead-fish-dumping-forces-rule-change.html
https://www.robedwards.com/2013/02/where-have-all-the-dead-fish-gone.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-complaint-by-save-seil-sound-2013.pdf
http://www.saveseilsound.org.uk/images/sss/otherdocs/Final%20Response%20to%20the%20EU%20Complaint.pdf
http://www.saveseilsound.org.uk/images/sss/otherdocs/Final%20Response%20to%20the%20EU%20Complaint.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf


The media backgrounder included: 

 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/media-backgrounder-mort-disposal-may-2017-1.pdf


A letter from the European Commission to the authorities of the United Kingdom in November 

2014 (in response to Save Seil Sound’s complaint filed in 2013) included:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-letter-to-uk-nov-2014-summarizing-complaint.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-letter-to-uk-nov-2014-summarizing-complaint.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-complaint-by-save-seil-sound-2013.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-letter-to-uk-nov-2014-summarizing-complaint.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-letter-to-uk-nov-2014-summarizing-complaint.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-letter-to-uk-nov-2014-summarizing-complaint.pdf


 

 
 

Documents obtained via Freedom of Information revealed that the Cabinet Office initially dealt 

with the EC complaint in November 2014 with MAFF identified as the ‘lead agency’: 

 

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-letter-to-uk-nov-2014-summarizing-complaint.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-letter-to-uk-nov-2014-summarizing-complaint.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf


 
 

The Scottish Parliament addressed the disposal of farmed salmon mortalties in December 2015 

via the Rural Affairs, Climate Change & Environment Committee - citing an estimated cost 

increase of at least £2 million per year for the Scottish salmon farming industry (based on an 

average of 10,000 tonnes of morts per year) – although it appears that full disclosure in relation 

to Save Seil Sound’s EC complaint was not made to MSPs (Ewan Kennedy, pers.comm): 

 

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S4_RuralAffairsClimateChangeandEnvironmentCommittee/General%20Documents/RACCE_Papers_9_December_2015_PUBLIC.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S4_RuralAffairsClimateChangeandEnvironmentCommittee/General%20Documents/RACCE_Papers_9_December_2015_PUBLIC.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/ec-complaint-by-save-seil-sound-2013.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S4_RuralAffairsClimateChangeandEnvironmentCommittee/General%20Documents/RACCE_Papers_9_December_2015_PUBLIC.pdf


 

In January 2016, the Scottish Government introduced new 'Guidance on the Disposal of 

Aquaculture Animal By-Products' and published the new report: "Zero Waste Report - Finfish 

Mortalities in Scotland".  The Zero Waste Scotland report: Finfish Mortalities in Scotland 

(January 2016) included: 

 

In October 2015, the Scottish Government proposed a six month derogation in Shetland (Scottish 

Salmon Watch understands that Shetland Isles Council stopped the dumping of dead salmon in 

landfill during 2016).  Documents disclosed via Freedom of Information reveal that an unnamed 

company in the Western Isles (now understood to be Whiteshore Cockles) also requested a six 

month derogation.  An update for the European Commission from the Scottish Government in 

January 2016 included:  

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/farmingrural/Agriculture/animal-welfare/ABPs/aquacultureABP
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/farmingrural/Agriculture/animal-welfare/ABPs/aquacultureABP
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Fish-Shellfish/FHI/healthpractice/ZeroWasteMort
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Fish-Shellfish/FHI/healthpractice/ZeroWasteMort
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00499991.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-6-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S4_RuralAffairsClimateChangeandEnvironmentCommittee/General%20Documents/RACCE_Papers_9_December_2015_PUBLIC.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00499991.pdf


   
 

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-document-8-from-scottish-government.pdf


So how did a 6 month derogation agreed in 2016 for Whiteshore Cockles turn into a 5 year saga 

of delays, obfuscation, missed deadlines, broken promises and false assurances? 

 

In December 2017 (following a BBC One Show feature on mass mortalities and waste disposal 

called ‘The Dead Salmon Run), a redacted email (believed to be from Whiteshore Cockles) to 

the Scottish Government stated: “Due to the current publicity regarding the transportation of 

salmon morts on the mainland I am giving the fish farms a report on our drier project and 

thought I should keep you updated.  Our infrastructure is now completed and the construction of 

the building to hold the plant is well under way and will be completed by the New Year.  Our 

drier system will be up and running by April hopefully with the commission being completed by 

the summer.  The fish farms in Lewis and Harris are keen for us to treat their mortalities due to 

the recycling process and the extra quantity has meant that we have had to recalculate all our 

figures and upgrade the proposed facility to include a biomass burner.  This has taken an age to 

arrange and the extra costs which are extreme have meant that we have had to rearrange finance 

which has also been a slow process”. 

 

In December 2017, Ian Cox of the Scottish Government replied: “Are you keeping in regular 

contact with Western Isles Council too?  It is important that we progress this as quickly as 

possible as the derogation cannot go on indefinitely”. 

 

“Yes I have updated all the interested parties,” wrote a redacted email (believed to be from 

Whiteshore Cockles) to Ian Cox of the Scottish Government in December 2017.  “Everything 

should be up and running by May/June.  I have contacted SEPA and Vivien Taylor in Inverness 

so we can start all the paperwork for any emissions (only purified water) and the licence etc that 

Vivien needs to approve.  It has taken us three years to get everything confirmed but thankfully 

we are now on the homeward run…..The bad publicity that the ‘One Show’ generated last week 

has highlighted the transport issues which makes our ‘local solution for a local problem’ even 

more important.  Thanks again for your patience and will keep you updated”. 

 

[A search of SEPA’s Compliance Assessment Scheme finds no documents relating to 

Whiteshore Cockles – although there is currently only data available for 2018 – and SEPA’s 

‘Scottish Pollutant Release Inventory’ is currently listed as offline due to “a significant cyber 

attack which has affected our internal systems and communications”].  

 

“I am just updating all interested parties on our ongoing Fish Drier Project,” wrote a redacted 

email (believed to be from Whiteshore Cockles) to Ian Cox of the Scottish Government in May 

2018.  “We have now completed all the infrastructure i.e. new road, over an acre of concrete laid 

for biosecurity isolation units…..The design/size of the drier unit and ancillary equipment has 

now been completed and agreed with the supplier and we are just awaiting confirmation on the 

final costs before ordering for delivery which will be as soon as possible.  This has been a huge 

and long running project which has grown ‘arms and legs’ since we decided to go with the Drier 

system too years ago.  All the major fish farms are looking at how to deal with their mortalities 

in the quickest and most environmentally friendly way due to some recent bad publicity…..They 

all agree that a local solution for a local problem is the best way to go with our recycling plant 

helping the local economy in several ways it is a win win situation for the community and the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhrzJEHaWFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhrzJEHaWFE
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www2.sepa.org.uk/compliance/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/help/system-temporarily-unavailable/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/help/system-temporarily-unavailable/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/help/system-temporarily-unavailable/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/disposal-of-mortalities-at-whiteshore-cockles-foi-release/


fish farm operators…..I am sure you will be delighted (as we all are) that we have reached the 

final hurdle with the winning post now in sight”. 

 

Throughout 2018 (and it seems during 2019, 2020 and still during 2021), mass mortalities from 

the Scottish Salmon Company’s disease-ridden salmon farms in Loch Roag continued to be 

dumped at Whiteshore Cockles.  Here’s a photo published by the Scottish Government’s Fish 

Health Inspectorate via an inspection visit to Vuia Mor salmon farm in Loch Roag in August 

2018: 

 

 

In September 2018, the BBC ‘One Show’ featured video footage of the Whiteshore Cockles 

salmon dump including an interview with Angus MacDonald who claimed: “I’m not going to 

continue burial for much longer because I have a new state-of-the-art unit coming in”.   

 

 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/fish-health-inspectorate-case-information-2018/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/fish-health-inspectorate-case-information-2018/
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In October 2019, Kate Forbes (Cabinet Secretary for Finance) visited Whiteshore Cockles in her 

then role as Cabinet Secretary for Digital Economy but it is not known if the EU derogation and 

continued burial of diseased salmon was a topic for discussion.  Did Kate Forbes, now Cabinet 

Secretary for Finance and the Economy, even raise the issue of the illegal dumping of diseased 

salmon with Whiteshore Cockles and was she properly briefed by the Scottish Government?  

 

 
 

‘Case Information’ published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate reported for 

a site inspection of Loch Duart’s Lochmaddy salmon farm in June 2020 that work installing a 

fish dryer and biomass machinery at Whiteshore Cockles “has temporarily stopped” but that “it 

is hoped that the plant will be fully operational by winter this year, or early 2021”: 
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The impact of Covid-19 is understandable but Whiteshore Cockles and the statutory authorities 

cannot pin all the blame on a virus which first hit in 2020.  Whiteshore Cockles has long known 

that burial of diseased salmon contravenes EU law.    

 

In November 2013, a Scottish Government report from the Fisheries Health Inspectorate 

(relating to an inspection of The Scottish Salmon Company’s salmon farm at North Uiskevagh) 

cited:  “Current mortality disposal via Whiteshore Cockles Ltd, site is looking at anaerobic 

digestion in the longer term”.   

 

In November 2015, Ian Cox of the Scottish Government wrote with respect to continued 

dumping at Whiteshore Cockles: “Regardless of what we decide, enforcement will be from the 

Western Isles Council who have been reluctant to do anything about this site in the past”. 

 

In November 2015, Whiteshore Cockles wrote to Western Isles Council on the ‘expected 

timescale’ of the Fish Waste Drier (to replace burial of morts) claiming that the equipment could 

be place by the end of 2015 but requesting an extension of the EU derogation.  “We would 

therefore request that an application be made for a derogation to extend the deadline for the end 

of the burial process at the Bayhead site to September 2016,” wrote Whiteshore Cockles.  “The 

extension if granted should ensure that the new process of treating the fish mortalities is fully 

compliant and operational”.  

 

“This requests (sic) feels like they have delayed to the last minute, albeit due to waiting for 

information about possible funding,” wrote Ian Cox of the Scottish Government in another email 

in November 2015.  “It does not feel right to me to allow Whiteshores to continue to bury fish 

waste at their site”.   

 

In January 2016, Kenny MacLeod of Western Isles Council wrote to the Scottish Government: “I 

was wondering, from our enforcement hat on, what’s happening with Whiteshores derogation 

request?  I suspect they are still using the site for burying morts.”  

 

In June 2016, a Scottish Government report from the Fisheries Health Inspectorate (relating to an 

inspection of Marine Harvest’s salmon farm at Hellisay cited: “Morts currently going to landfill, 

Whiteshore Cockles.  They are waiting for the installation of a site incinerator”. 

 

A redacted email in July 2016 (believed to be from Whiteshore Cockles) to Ian Cox of the 

Scottish Government stated: “We are starting the infrastructure work next week and hope to get 

the drier order finalised by the end of the month…..We have told all the fish farms that our 

deadline to be fully operational is the end of the year….Does Brexit affect anything?” 

 

“Thanks for the update and that the timeline for progressing the works remains on track to be 

fully operational by the end of the year,” wrote Ian Cox of the Scottish Government in reply in 

July 2016.  “In terms of the implications of the EU Referendum it is still business as usual and 

this is the usual SG line – “the UK remains a full member of the European Union until Art. 50 

negotiations conclude, and therefore currently remains subject to all responsibilities and 

obligations of membership”.  Appreciate that Brexit may change things but it really is too soon 

to speculate at this stage”.  
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The Ferret reported in March 2021 (using a photo of farmed salmon dumped at Whiteshore 

Cockles): 

 

 
 

 

https://theferret.scot/dead-farmed-salmon-dumped-burnt-destroyed/
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The Ferret article (21 March 2021) included: 
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Data published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate (2013 to 2020) – data 

prior to 2013 is not available - shows that salmon farms in the Outer Hebrides have continued to 

dump disease-ridden salmon at Whiteshore Cockles over the last decade: 
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I spoke earlier this week with Ewan Kennedy – who filed the EC complaint in 2013 – and he 

suggested that the EU regulation outlawing burial of diseased farmed salmon dates back almost 

twenty years.  The EC complaint filed by Ewan Kennedy on behalf of Save Seil Sound in 2013 

cites:  

 
 

A quick internet search finds that it has been the statutory duty of Scottish Ministers – including 

Kate Forbes who visited Whiteshore Cockles in October 2019 – to enforce the law on the 

disposal of diseased farmed salmon since 1 October 2003.   

 

 
 

So why have Scottish Ministers failed for nearly two decades to force Whiteshore Cockles to 

comply with EU law?  And why has an EU derogation granted for only 6 months been permitted 

to last for 5 years? 
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Thanks to the detective work of award-winning journalist and campaigner Bruce Sandison (aka 

Old Trout in Private Eye), we know that the burial of diseased farmed salmon at Whiteshore 

Cockles in North Uist goes back at least 16 years.  The Sunday Times reported in July 2005: 
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Bruce Sandison of The Salmon Farm Protest Group reported in July 2005: 
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Bruce Sandison of The Salmon Farm Protest Group reported in September 2005: 
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Even now in late May 2021 it is not clear if Whiteshore Cockles has approval from SEPA or the 

Scottish Government to operate their fish drier which was only granted planning permission by 

Western Isles Council on 30 March 2021.  Hence the burial of diseased salmon will continue at 

Whiteshore Cockles – in flagrant breach of EU law and in contravention of the six month 

derogation agreed five years ago in 2016.   

 

Bruce Sandison sadly died in Octber 2016 – just as Whiteshore Cockles should have stopped 

dumping diseased salmon – so he cannot revisit the site.  But maybe Joe Crowley of the BBC 

One Show who visited Whiteshore Cockles in August 2018 could revisit this issue? 
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In March 2021, Compassion in World Farming published photos of diseased and dead Scottish 

salmon including this photo (sourced from video footage) from Whiteshore Cockles taken in 

October 2020: 
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On 30 March 2021, Western Isles Council granted planning permission to Whiteshore Cockles: 

 

 
 

The schedule of conditions included: 
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The planning permission approval dated 30 March 2021 also cited the need to obtain a Marine 

Licence from Marine Scotland for discharge of waste water to the sea and “would be subject to 

strict environmental controls through the Part A, Pollution Prevention and Control permitting 

process, regulation by SEPA”: 

 

 
 

Download other planning documents online here 
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Site photographs posted online dated 25 March 2021 paint a picture of a site still under 

construction: 
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A non-technical planning statement from Whiteshore Cockles dated 15 January 2021 detailed 

how from 2017 even more morts from Harris and Lewis (in addition to the morts from North 

Uist to Barra) were dumped at Whiteshore Cockles: 
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Planning documents publicly available online via Western Isles Council in relation to 

Whiteshore Cockles included multiple ‘questions arising from submissions’ dated 4 March 2021: 

 

 
 

And: 
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And: 

 

 
 

The planning application also included a document dated 3 March 2021: 
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The report included: 
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The report continued: 

 

 
 

And: 
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Western Isles Council reported on 30 March 2021 that “operation of the new drying facility…has 

not commenced”: 
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Appendix 4 dated 25 March 2021 includes: 
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Scottish Salmon Watch can find no application by Whiteshore Cockles to either SEPA or the 

Scottish Government for the necessary pollution permits to operate a fish dryer and discharge 

wastes to the sea close to a number of environmentally sensitive and EU protected habitats.   A 

FOI request was filed earlier this week (25 May 2021) to both SEPA and the Scottish 

Government for information on Whiteshore Cockles.   

 

Today (27 May 2021) The Times reported: “The Scottish Environment Protection Agency 

confirmed that Whiteshore Cockles would require a pollution prevention permit to operate a fish 

rendering plant. “We are currently awaiting an application,” a spokesman said. 

 

In the absence of SEPA and Scottish Government permits – and SEPA’s outstanding concerns 

that not all elements of the proposal are capable of being authorized under the PPC regulations - 

it is considered likely that Whiteshore Cockles may never operate a fish drier.  Even if 

Whiteshore Cockles did manage to secure SEPA and Scottish Government authorizations it 

could still be years before the fish drier became operational.   

 

Scottish Salmon Watch simply does not believe Angus Macdonald of Whiteshore Cockles who 

pledged the new unit would be operational by next Easter “at the very latest” (as reported in 

today’s Times). 

 

In the meantime, Scottish Salmon Watch urges the UK and Scottish Government – as well as the 

EU – to force the end to the illegal dumping of diseased salmon by Whiteshore Cockles and 

salmon farming companies such as Mowi (Marine Harvest), The Scottish Salmon Company and 

Loch Duart in the Outer Hebrides.    

 

I am not an accountant but it seems that Whiteshore Cockles (current control is listed at 

Companies House via Angus Macdonald and Michelle Macdonald) has benefited significantly 

from the illegal dumping of diseased salmon (as well as salmon farming companies such as 
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Mowi/Marine Harvest, The Scottish Salmon Company and Loch Duart who use their cheap and 

nasty waste disposal service).  The latest accounts for Whiteshore Cockles filed on 30 November 

2020 detailed: 
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In summary, Whiteshore Cockles has still not as of 27 May 2021 stopped burying diseased 

salmon and the prospect is that burial will continue throughout 2021 and into 2022 (perhaps into 

2023 making it twenty years since it became illegal to dump diseased salmon in landfill).  The 

continued burial is in direct contravention of EU law and the six month derogation permitted in 

2016.  The UK and Scottish Governments – as well as Western Isles Council – have patently 

failed to enforce EU, UK and Scottish law in relation to the burial of diseased salmon in North 

Uist.   

 

Bruce Sandison (whom I used to work with at the Salmon Farm Protest Group) will be turning in 

his grave at how Whiteshore Cockles have been permitted by the authorities to flout the law and 

dump millions of diseased salmon illegally near the EU protected sites he visited back in 2005.   

 

Scottish Salmon Watch hopes that the UK and Scottish Government can finally clamp down on 

the illegal dumping of diseased salmon by Whiteshore Cockles.  It may be too late given Brexit 

but hopefully the European Commission still have the power to fine the UK for failure to adhere 

to EU law on the dumping of diseased salmon by Whiteshore Cockles in North Uist.   

 

But be warned – if you do choose to visit Whiteshore Cockles please bring a sick bag.    

 

 
 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

Don Staniford 

 

Director of Scottish Salmon Watch 

https://vimeo.com/552724450

